March 8, 1993

I am pleased to inform you that President Peltason has approved the change in name from the Department of Community and Family Medicine in the UCSD School of Medicine to the DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND PREVENTIVE MEDICINE, effective immediately.

The Department of Family and Preventive Medicine includes the Divisions of Epidemiology, Family Medicine, Health Care Sciences and International Health and Cross-Cultural Medicine. The new name helps capture the very exciting collaboration between primary care and research on disease casualty, prevention strategies and health outcomes. For additional information you may contact the following:

DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

Elizabeth Barrett-Connor, M.D. Chair
Theodore G. Ganiats, M.D. Vice-Chair

Ms. Paula Holder, Assistant to the Chair
Mail Code 0628
Phone Number 534-0510
Fax Number 534-7517

Ms. Jane Milner-Mares Business Officer
Mail Code 0631-C
Phone Number 534-0377
Fax Number 534-0377

Dean John F. Alksne, M.D.
534-7517
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Dean